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ABSTRACT

Measurements of the uptake of radioactive substances in the
brain tissues after their administration by injection or inhala-
tion provide an atraumatic approach to the study of blood flow
and metabolic processes in the brain. This paper reviews the
anatomical,physiological and physical problems arising in the
measurement of radioactivity in the brain. The factors governing
the passage of various classes of substances through the brain
capillaries and their transport through the brain tissues are
first considered. The physical problems arising in the measure-
ment of radioactivity in the brain are then discussed. The main
difficulties in such measurements is shown to arise from the con-
tribution to the observed counting rate from radioactivity in the
scalp and skull. This contribution can be minimized by the use of
special collimators designed to view only a part of the brain but
to include in their field of view a minimum of non-neural tissue.
A further possibility arises with radioisotopes such as In
which emit characteristic X radiation as well as y radiation since
the contribution of the former to the total observed counting rate
is almost entirely due to radioactivity in the superficial tissues
whereas that of the latter is due to radioactivity in the super-
ficial tissues and the brain. By recording the counting rates in
appropriate channels of the photon spectrum it is thus possible to
correct the results for radioactivity in the scalp and skull.-

7"5With radioisotopes such as Sc which emit two or more photons in
cascade, coincidence counting techniques offer still a further
possibility to minimize the contribution from radioactivity in the
superficial tissues. Various potential applications of these
techniques are described.
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Although most solutes exchange slowly "between "blood and brain, "brain
uptake measurements of a variety of substances reveal a wide range of freedom
of exchange. Some generalizations relating chemical composition to the rate
of exchange can be made.

1. Water and the blood gases exchange freely between plasma and brain.
2. There is a restriction of all of the common electrolytes found in

plasma.

3. Most small molecules in plasma, such as urea and creatinine, show a
restricted passage related in some degree to molecular weight.

4. Large molecules, such as the plasma proteins, show an extreme re-
striction of passage into brain. In health, it is nearly impossible to make a
meaningful measurement of large molecular uptake because this uptake is so low.
The exchange of large molecules between plasma and brain is more than an order
of magnitude less than that of small molecules such as sucrose or mannitol.
This extreme restriction of large molecules results in a considerable dependence
of capillary permeability to small molecules upon their completeness of
binding to plasma proteins. A substance which might otherwise be exchanged
freely will be markedly restricted if it is firmly bound to plasma proteins.

5- Lipid-soluble substances in plasma generally exchange freely with
the brain. Non-electrolytes penetrate into brain tissue with variable ease
and this variability usually is related, in addition to molecular size, to
their lipid-solubility. This probably pertains to the solubility of the
substance in the lipid of the plasma membrane of the capillary cell. If it is
soluble in the plasma membrane of the cell, it can readily pass into the
interior of the capillary cell, out the external plasma membrane, and through
the basement membrane. This free penetration of lipid-soluble substances
ordinarily does not expose brain cells to harmful substances because there are
essentailly no natural, lipid-soluble noxious substances present in plasma
which are not bound firmly to plasma proteins. Thus, bilirubin which could
be seriously neurotoxic, particularly when blood levels are elevated, achieves
very little penetration of the brain capillary presumably because of its protein
binding. Substances such as antipyrine, barbiturates, ethyl alcohol, anesthetic
agents and many central nervous system drugs are lipid-soluble and thus freely
penetrate from blood into brain.
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6. In addition to these relatively non-specific exchanges "between "blood
and brain, certain metabolites such as glucose (l) and some amino acids (2, 3}
apparently pass through the capillary walls on specific carrier systems. The
entry of both glucose and amino acids are quite efficient at low plasma
concentrations. This transport of glucose and amino acids is saturable and
thus not due to simple diffusion. This transport is specific for these
metabolites with restriction of other solutes, even though of very similar -,
molecular structure.

Capillary permeability

The mechanisms of the restricted permeability of brain capillaries are not
completely understood, but certain aspects of this blood brain barrier (BBB)
have been clarified. The capillary wall of most other tissues exhibits the
following characteristics* t

1. Water and blood gases are freely exchanged.
2. Lipid-soluble substances are very rapidly exchanged; their rates

of exchange approaching that of water.
3. Molecules less than about 20,000 to 40,000 molecular weight equrli-

brate quite rapidly between plasma and extracellular fluid (4)» exhibiting an
equilibration half-time less than one minute. This is considerably less rapid
than for lipid-soluble substances.

4. Substances with a molecular weight over about 40,000 exhibit a passage
through the capillary wall -more than an order of magnitude less efficiently thar
small molecules. Even very large macromolecules, however, continue to pass
through capillary walls with a rate of passage that is roughly independent of
their molecular size (4).

There are probably three routes of passage through the capillary wall of
most tissues (Fig.l.).

1. Directly through the two walls of the plasma membrane of the capillarj
cell with passage through the car-illary cellular cytoplasm.

2. Passage through clefts (about 90 A width) between the capillary cells
which are attached only at point junctions. Mucopolysaccharides in the clefts
may assist in filtering out large molecules (5) but in brain this is unlikely
since intraventricular horseradish peroxidase (M.W. 42,000) passes from the ECS
of brain into the cleft to the level of the tight intercellular junction (6).
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3. Pinocytosis (fluid phagocytosis) of small portions of "blood plasma
which are transported through the cytoplasm, isolated from the cytoplasm "by
the fragement of plasma membrane surrounding the pinocytotic vesicle. They
are exuded into the extracellular space (ECS) at the basement membrane surroundi
the capillary.

These speculations are compatible with the concept that water, blood gases,
and lipid-soluble substances pass directly through the walls of the membrane of
the capillary cell. The intercellular clefts are the probable major route for
the less efficiently exchanged substances such as plasma electrolytes, urea,
glucose, amino acids etc. The relatively inefficient transport of macromolecule
independent of their molecular size could be attributed to pinocytosis (?)•
Since the pinocytotic vesicle is substantially larger than any of the macro-
molecules in blood, this mode of transport would be independent of molecular
size and all plasma solutes could be expected to traverse the capillary cell i
at similar rates.

There probably is no specific, carrier-mediated capillary transport in
tissues other than nervous system. Such transport would not be required because
intercellular non-specific passage would be adequate to meet most metabolic
exchange requirements. If present, it would be inconspicuous against a back-
ground of efficient non-specific transport.

It is possible that a system of very small pores (less than 10 A) in the
plasma membrane of general capillary cells is a major route for the passage
of some ions and very small molecules such as water and urea. Although these
postulated pores have not been visualized by electron microscopy, it is still
possible that transcellular transport of certain small molecules takes place by
this route. The issue of how much capillary transport takes place through the
the cells and how much between capillary cells is still open. The extensive
recent literature on membrane transport has been reviewed (8).

Brain transport mechanisms

In the brain there probably is passage directly through the capillary cell
of water, blood gases and lipid-soluble substances. The junctions between brain
capillary cells have been shown by electron microscopy to be different from
capillary cells elsewhere in that they constitute a continuous strip of fusion
between adjacent plasma membranes (9) welding the entire capillary into what
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is, in effect, a continuous plasma membrane. This eliminates the possibility
of intercellular cleft passage in brain of molecules and ions which elsewhere
equilibrate with extracellular fluid by this route. It has been Bhown
in recent studies (6) of the electron microscopic distribution of horse-
radish peroxidase (42,000 molecular weight) show this indicator in plasma is
markedly restricted at the entrance of the intercellular cleft in the wall of
brain capillaries at the site of the fused junctions between adjacent cells
whereas the clefts pass the peroxidase in other tissues. Peroxidase put into
the ventricular fluid freely communicates through the extracellular fluid of
brain up to the outside of this same fusion point (6).

The capillary cells of brain are remarkably free of pinocytotic vesicles.
This is unique relative to other tissues where such vesicles are common and
may constitute a substantial proportion of the entire cytoplasm of the
capillary cells (10).

The basis of these unique properties in the brain capillary cell is
presently quite unknown. It has been speculated that the sucker-foot of the
astrocyte, which largely covers the capillary wall in the brain, may secrete
some substance which would affect the capillary cell plasma membrane causing
it to fuse with the adjacent cells and to stop pinocytosing (ll).

It is conceivable that the brain capillary represents a continuous plasma
membrane of the capillary endothelial cell (12) and the characteristics of the
BBB actually represent the permeability of the general tissue endothelial cell
plasma membrane but without pinocytosis. Such a generalization would remove
much of the requirement for a highly specialized modification of the brain
capillary since it would then be specialized only insofar as it made tight,
circumferential junctions with adjacent cells and stopped pinocytosing. If
this js a correct analysis, substances which pass into brain freely are substanc
which would pass directly through general capillary cells.

The capillaries in brain apparently have a unique mechanism by which
selected entry of certain metabolites into brain is allowed (l, 3). To explain
this rate-limited specific transport we must postulate specific carrier sites
in the capillary cell plasma membranes which would allow the passage of these
solutes through the capillary cell but at a limited rate. Whether or not these
carriers are energy-consuming is unsettled. It is possible that they simply
constitute facilitated diffusion which would cause the carriers to behave as
though they were creating selective, limited solubilities of these substances in
the plasma membranes of capillary cells in brain. The metabolites would then
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diffuse passively through the capillary cells, much the same as lipid-soluble
substances, down a concentration gradient from plasma into brain extracellular
fluid.

The carrier-mediated metabolite transport present in brain but not evident
in general tissues might be present but obscured in other tissues by efficient
intercellular diffusion into the ECS which would parallel the carrier-mediated
transcellular route. If this carrier-mediated transport could be established
in general tissues,it would make brain capillaries less unique. It would seem
a complex process to somehow provide brain capillary cells with "carriers".
It would be simpler if these carriers were present in all capillaries but not
evident in other tissues, because of the efficient non-specific intercellular
diffusion of small molecules. These carriers in brain capillaries could be
evident solely because the usually predominant non-specific intercellular
pathway is eliminated. '

Tt has also been postulated that the membranous layer created by the expande
sucker-foot of the astrocyte which largely surrounds the capillary (Fig.l)
constitutes a barrier between the capillary lumen and the brain extracellular
fluid (13). Although it is possible that this plasma membrane of the astrocyte
surrounding the capillary is to some degree effective as a barrier, it would not
explain the absence of pinocytosis in the capillary cell in the brain or the
tight junction between capillary cells. In a species with a prominant peri-
vascular space inside the glial membrane, peroxidase does not penetrate beyond
the capillary junction (14)•

Animal brain studies

There are several methods of studying the rates of penetration into brains
of animals where the brain can be removed for analysis. The most definitive
approach is to measure the "space" for the substance in brain relative to plasma,
This "space" is a numerical concept and does not imply confinement in a specific
anatomic compartment. Such a quantitative approach is desirable since valid
comparisons can be made between different substances. The sink action of cerebrc
spinal fluid complicates the measurement, of substances entering brain slowly
and which remain in the brain ECS. This sink action removes the-indicator
substances from the brainrmaking the brain space seem unrealistically low (15)»

Other common approaches utilize autoradiography (l6) and fluorescence micro-
scopy (17). All of these regional distribution methods can be misleading since
they tell little about the absolute concentrations achieved.
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Human brain studies
If comparable studies are to be carried out in humans, we must use

atraumatic techniques in which both administration and measurement of tracers
are totally safe. For human use this implies inhalation or intravenous
injection and external counting.

We have pursued direct extracranial counting as a means of measuring
human brain uptake (l8, 19)- When first considered, the external measurement
of brain uptake seems to present an ideal geometry (Fig.2). The brain occupies
most of the upper half of the head well away from other organs allowing it to
be surrounded by external detectors which can be shielded from other tissues.
A number of problems arise, however, to complicate this seemingly ideal
situation.

Although all organs viewed from the outside must be seen through skin and
other overlying tissues, the brain presents a particular problem because the
isotope levels achieved in nervous tissue usually are extremely low. In tissues
such as liver, kidney or thyroid, where high concentrations of tracers can be
achieved, the overlying skin isotope content is insignificant, even though
the ECS of skin is about 40 i° thus allowing the accumulation of large amounts
of plasma solutes.

Scalp and Skull

The human cerebral hemispheres constitute a mass of about 1100 ml of
tissue and are surrounded by approximately 250 ml of bone and, by our radio-
graphic measurements, a slightly smaller volume of scalp (20). The scalp is a
particularly difficult problem because skin contains such a large ECS. Within
a few minutes of injection, pertechnetate, as an example, achieves about
fifteen times the concentration in scalp that it does in brain. Most of the
material that appears in brain is in the blood pool of the brain and if
correction for blood pool is made the scalp to brain ratio becomes about fifty.

The extracellular space of skull is about one-half of that of the scalp
and, in addition, the blood pool volume in skull is very large. Our measurement
of scalp and skull blood volume in rabbits, if extrapolated to Humans, indicate
that these tissues contain 50 to 60 ml of blood. This is perhaps one-half of th
normal blood pool volume of the brain. It must "be recognized, however, that it
probably is not valid to make human estimates from rabbit skull since the bone
structure is these two species is quite different. It is clear, nevertheless,
from anatomic studies of human skull where the external table has been removed
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(2l) that the diploic spaces of the skull constitute a large "blood pool. Our
studies of the turnover of blood in the skull of the rabbit indicate that
although the pool volume is large, the turnover rate is quite prolonged (22).
The skull also acts as a shield for internally originating gamma rays,
particularly those of lower energy.

For several years we pursued an external detector geometry which attempt
to see all cranial tissues rostral to the floor of the cranial cavity with a
counting efficiency as uniform as possible for all regions and depths. When
we studied the uptake of labelled albumin in humans with a variety of brain
pathology and corrected for the blood content in the field we found no correla-
tion between brain disease and the cranial uptake of the albumin (23).
Subsequent studies of the albumin content of scalp, skull and brain made it
clear that we were seeing predominantly non-neural tissues (20). If one
administers albumin and measures the upper half of the head, virtually all the
counts will originate from the blood pools of brain, skull and scalp, and the
extra- and intracellular compartments of the scalp and skull. Essentially none
will, in the normal, originate in the extracellular spaces of the brain.

Rather than try to see the entire cranium, one can considerably improve
on the proportions of non-neural to neural tissue by restricted collimation
which will view this surface shell of high-activity tissue at right angles
(and see none tangentially) with a diverging internal cone of acceptance to
maximize the volume of brain (Pig.2). A focusing collimator is of no advantage
since it still sees a diverging cone of tissue on the superficial side of the
focal point.

Characteristic X-rays

We have attempted to correct for extracranial isotope by utilizing the
characteristic X-ray emission of certain of the common radioisotopes (24).
Nuclides with an atomic number of about 45 emit characteristic X-rays with
variable efficiencies at energies approximating 25 keV. This will be too low
an energy to penetrate the electron-dense skull, but will escape from the scalp.
A very suitable isotope for this purpose is In. This nuclide emits
approximately one characteristic 24 keV X-ray for every four 390 keV gamma-rays
(25).
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If the side of the head is examined with In "both in brain and scalp,
the characteristic X-ray seen by the external detector will originate essential]
completely from scalp whereas the gamma rays seen will originate from both scalf
and brain (Fig.3). Since the number of gamma rays seen per X-ray seen can be
determined, and will, with In, be approximately 4*1, a number of gamma rays
corresponding to the X-rays counted can be assumed to be originating superficial
to the skull. These can be subtracted from the total number of gamma rays
obtained from the entire field.

Metabolic studies
We are now pursuing a metabolic application of external counting of

75Se-selenomethionine. We have determined in humans and rats that seleno-

methionine enters the brain freely and, in rats, apparently traverses the brain
Icapillary by way of the amino acid carrier system. This is in keeping with the

generally accepted equivalence of selenomethionine and methionine. We have also
determined that phenylalanine is a particularly effective competitive inhibitor
of the brain uptake of selenomethionine in rats (Fig.4). In this capacity as
competitive inhibitor it is more effective than the same molar concentration of
natural methionine. Phenylalanine, however, does not measurably interfere with
pancreatic or liver uptake of selenomethionine, even at higher dosage levels
than are required to essentially completely inhibit the brain uptake of seleno-
methionine .

Our clinical interest in Se—selenomethionine uptake in brain is in
75the study of phenylketonuria. The gamma rays of Se makes human studies

75feasible even though Se is not particularly desirable for human use. It has
been postulated that the pathophysiology of phenylketonuria is related to
saturation of the brain capillary amino acid transport system by the high blood
levels of phenylalanine (26). This speculation is compatible with the observa-
tion that feeding a phenylalanine-deficient diet in early infancy results in a
considerable improvement in intellectual development (271- This suggest that tï
high blood phenylalanine level has some toxic influence on brain. This would be
compatible with its impairment of the uptake of other amino acids. We are

75pursuing ^Se-selenomethionine with the intention of correlating the human brair
uptake of selenomethionine with blood phenylalanine level in phenylketonurics.
This may possible be useful as a means to screen patients for metabolic defects
which may affect amino acid transport in central nervous system.
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75Coincidence counting of Se
The essentially simultaneous 130 keV and 270 keV gamma-rays

"7 cemissions of Se (28) are a theoretical possibility of considerable interest
in brain monitoring. Isolated depth localisation should be possible if two
focal collimators are arranged to meet the following specifications (Fig.5)*

1. Positioned with their focal centers at the same point.
2. Their axes are at right angles.
3. Each detector is provided with a pulse height analyzer window

set to accept either the 130 or 270 keV gamma rays.
4. The two window outputs are fed to a coincidence circuit.
With this arrangement the counting efficiency of any point in the

tissue will be the product of the counting efficiencies of the two detectors foi
that point. If the outputs of both detectors are summed (not coincidence '
counting) the counting efficiency of the two detectors for any point will be
the sum of the efficiencies of both for that point.

Coincidence counting in this situation should allow extreme isolation
near the overlap of the focal points of the two detectors. At all other loca-
tions one of the detectors will be very inefficient because of the elliptical
shape of the acceptance pattern of a converging multi-hole collimator. Such an
arrangement might allow counting of a stereotactically located point such as
globus pallidum or a tumour with rejection of count originating superficial to
the point of interest. The counting efficiency of such a system would be low
since the absolute counting efficiency of even the central convergence point
will be the product of the absolute efficiencies of the two detectors. Each
of the detectors might be expected to have an absolute efficiency at the focal
point of the order of 1 fo so that only about one in ten thousand events would
be counted. Nevertheless, prolonged counting periods would make this possibly
useful since the coincidence background count should be essentially zero. This
same technique should be useful with many other nuclides which emit nearly
simultaneous, isotropically propagated high energy photons originating either
in the nucleus or electron shell structure. They need only occur sufficiently
close together in time to be seen by the electronics as one event.
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Tumour detection
An approach being pursued by us is the definition of various parameters

of the permeability of capillaries in brain tumours versus normal brain to assis
in pre-operative tumour classification. It is our plan to utilize our paired
focal collimation system to view a known tumour in one cerebral hemisphere with
one detector and to look with the other detector at a control area of brain
in the other hemisphere as removed as possible from the tumour site (Fig.6).
We would then study the relative uptake of various tracers. By subtracting
the control region counts from the tumour region counts, a correction for blood,
scalp and skull should be possible.

Small and large-molecular permeabilities will be assessed by chelated
In as the small molecule and protein-bound acidified In as the large

molecule. It would also be of interest to study the selenomethionine uptake
characteristics of tumour versus non-tumour control brain. '

Since some tumours exhibit considerable arteriovenous shunting evident
by angiography the determination of arteriovenous shunting could be determined
by noting the passage of an intravenous bolus of labelled iodoantipyrine, since
the difference between passage of this substance through arteriovenous malforma-
tions and normal brain is quite easily detected after rapid intravenous injectiori p *3(29). The availability of I-iodoantipyrine would greatly facilitate this
study by allowing much larger doses with rapid disappearance of the nuclide.

Another interesting approach would be to study the changes in pool volun
of the tumour versus the control area of brain as a function of systole. The
change in blood volume would be too small and require too rapid a definition in
time to be measurable with attainable count re.tes. Our method uses protein-
bound In with measurement of changes in the pool volume in the tumour and
in the control brain as indicated by the cross-correlation between count and
the F-r-wave of the EGG. By utilizing about 1,000 heart actions a very large
number of counts can be obtained resulting in about s. thirty-fold reduction in
statistical noise. This would produce a noise level that would be equivalent tc
increasing the isotope dose by a fa.ctor of 1,000. This might allow the defini-
tion of changes in blood pool volume of the tumour having a fixed relation to
heart action. It is anticipated that tumours of differing vascularity will
exhibit different changes in blood volume with systole.
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Regional cerebral blood flow
The future availability of some of the newer radioisotopes should be

123of considerable interest in brain blood flow studies. If a I-iodoantipyrine
could be obtained sufficiently cheaply it would make possible relative regional
distribution of blood flow measureable by the gamma camera. A rapid intravenous
injection of this material would allow about a one minute view of the side of
the head with a distribution of isotope approximately in proportion to regional
blood flow.

Positron emission
If carbon technology can be advanced to the point where it can

usefully be incorporated into glucose and amino acids, a large number of human
brain metabolic studies would become feasible.. Such positron emitters are idea
for cranial counting because annihilation gamma rays do not emphasize the count
from overlying cranial tissues as occurs with single gamma emissions.
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FIG. 1 (overleaf)

Showing diagrammatically some basic probable differences
between general capillaries and brain capillaries. In the general
capillary (a) the dominant routes of passage to the extracellular
space from plasma are via the intercellular cleft and, to a lesser
extent, pinocytotic vesicles. Ld pi d—soluble material can also pass
directly through the capillary cell at sites other than the inter-
cellular cleft. Very small molecules and ions probably can also
pass via this same route traversing the plasma membrane through
extremely small pores. Carrier-mediated transport through the
capilla.ry wall has not been demonstrated in general capillaries.
In the brain (b), the capillary is modified insofar as the inter-
cellular cleft is sealed and pinocytosis is essentially absent.
Lipid-soluble materials still pass freely through the brain capil-
lary cell and carrier mediated transport of amino acids and glucose
is demonstrable. Pore filtration probably occurs as in general
capillaries. The brain capillary is nearly completely surrounded by
the expanded astrocytic processes. Their relationship to the
restricted permeability of brain capillaries is unclear. Although
the direction of passage here is indicated outward from the capil-
lary lumen because the basic consideration here is the escape of
radioactive labels from the capillary, these transfer processes
probably are bidirectional.
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FIG. 2 (overleaf)

Indicating the shell of high activity tissues which
surround the low activity brain tissue. External measurements on
the brain must be made through this shell of high activity. If
the entire cranium is viewed by the crystal, considerable scalp
and skull are seen tangentially with relatively little contribu-
tion from brain. A minimization of scalp and skull count can be
obtained by restricting the collimation as shown on the right so
that the scalp and skull are seen largely at right angles. Focal
collimation such as shown at the top is of limited value because
it sees a diverging cone of superficial tissues. Even though the
scalp and skull are seen at reduced efficiency a large area of
these tissues are seen. For a unit volume of tissue the focal
point is heavily weighted but is of relatively small volume. The
larger volume of the superficial cone still results in a significant
scalp and skull count even though the absolute counting efficiency is
lower than at the focal point.
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FIG. 3 (overleaf)

A correction can "be made for radioactivity in the large
extracellular space of scalp "by utilization of the character-
istic X-rays. Nuclides such as In produce characteristic
X-rays that are too soft to penetrate the skull. As noted in
the text, a correction for superficially originating gamma
radiation can "be made if the externally detected character-
istic X-rays are counted.
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FIG. 4 (overleaf)

Showing the "brain uptake of selenomethionine alone and when a
pre-load of 1-methionine and 1-phenylalanine are administered.
The pancreatic and liver uptake of selenomethionine is suppressed
by pre-loading with 1-methionine "but unaffected by 1-phenylalanine.
Because the pancreatic capillary wall pases selenomethionine,
methionine and phenylalanine by non-specific diffusion the block of
tissue uptake is presumed to be at the parenchymal cell wall. The
brain uptake of selenomethionine is more suppressed by 1-phenylalanine
than by 1-methionine. Studies introducing 1-phenylalanine and 1-
methionine directly into the extracellular space of rabbit brain by
means of a ventriculocisternal perfusion indicate that the phenyl-
alanine block of brain uptake of selenomethionine from blood probably
occurs at the capillary wall and the brain uptake block by 1-methionine
probably occurs at the parenchymal cell wall.
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FIG. 5 (overleaf)

Showing diagrammatically the possible utilization of cascade
75gamma rays of Se to obtain point localization with nearly complete

rejection of overlying superficial radioactivity. As noted in the
text, the two focal collimators are arranged with their focal points
coinciding and their axes of viewing at right angles. When the two
detectors are connected to count only in coincidence, the counting
efficiency for any point in space is the product of the absolute
counting efficiencies of the two detectors. If connected so that
the two collimators count in summation, the counting efficiency for
any point becomes the sum of the individual collimator counting
efficiencies. The elliptical acceptance pattern of the focal collima-
tor with good rejection of laterally originating gamma rays should
allow good isolation of rays originating at the overlapping focal
point. The absolute counting efficiency of this coincidence arrange-
ment is, however, very low.
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FIG. 6 (overleaf)

For the assessment of uptake of focal lesions, such as
tumors, correction for "blood, scalp, and skull radioactivity
can be realised "by simultaneous comparison with a control
region of normal "brain as far removed as possible from the
site of the lesion.



FIG. 6.
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